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The leaders of the movement tended to be educated, middle-class white women with money. They wore white
dresses and carried signs and banners stating reasons why women should have the right to vote. Anthony, and
Elizabeth C. However, when you know that this person is none other than Alice Paul, believing gets easier.
Finally, in , the vote was given to women, but only women over thirty. Women started participating in politics
and being voted for positions in the government Sochen ,  Jeanette Rankin was one of the few women to hold
an office before the ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment. An articulate writer, her Declaration of
Sentiments was a revolutionary appeal for women 's rights across a variety of spectrums. In the morning of
August 26, , the 19th amendment was ratified, which centralized mainly on the enfranchisement of women. It
was thought of to educate women on how to use the newly won vote wisely. Soon after the decades unfolded,
women gradually surfaced to breathe the air of freedom and self determination, when they were given specific
freedoms such as the opportunity for an education, their voting rights, ownership of property, and being
employed The amendment then went to the states for ratification. Previously only the wealthiest men were
allowed to vote. They were expected to care for the home and family. The movement evolved during the 19th
century, initially emphasizing a broad spectrum of goals before focusing solely on securing the franchise for
women. They were seen as humans that belonged at home to do housework and cook meals for their families.
Until , women were not allowed to vote. The suffrage movement grew larger in the years following the Civil
War. The United States has progressed since the ratification of the nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution
that allowed women the right to vote. I think this was the first time that I really contemplated about how lucky
I was to live in a time where my voice has meaning. The American Women Suffrage Movement was going to
change that. Most of the delegates agreed that women were self-governing individuals, who deserved their
own political identities because they believed men and women were equal. They were sentenced to six months
in the workhouse. Women 's rights are said to be universal and that means that it concerns all women. All they
needed was equal rights; they wanted equal pay, and mainly voting rights. Later, together with Susan B.


